
1. Introduction
In the 2010s, around 83% of all natural disasters were caused by weather and climate extremes killing more 
than 410,000 people. Half of all disasters were a direct consequence of precipitation extremes like floods or 
landslides (IFRC, 2021). Rising average temperatures are expected to further increase both mean and extreme 
precipitation (Seneviratne et al., 2021), a development that may even be underestimated in climate projections 
(Allan & Soden, 2008). In order to adapt to a changing climate, accurate local and global information about the 
current and future hydrological cycle is indispensable. However, precipitation shows high spatial and tempo-
ral variability, exhibiting fluctuations on almost all spatial and temporal scales (Berg et al., 2013). Dynamical 
global climate models are restricted to larger scales by their high computational demand and for numerical 
stability criteria. With typical horizontal grid spacing of 30–80 km (Chen et al., 2021) and temporal resolutions 
of 1–24 hr, they are beyond resolving fine-scale physical processes, extreme precipitation in particular. Due to 
subgrid-scale parameterizations, conclusions about the development of small-scale processes under a changing 
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high fractions skill score of 0.6 (spatio-temporal scale: 32 km and 1 hr) for rainfall intensities over 15 mm h −1  
and a low relative bias of 3.35%. A power spectrum analysis confirmed that the probabilistic downscaling 
ability of our model further increased its skill. We observed that neural network predictions may be interspersed 
by recurrent structures not related to rainfall climatology, which should be a known issue for future studies. 
We were able to mitigate them by using an appropriate model architecture and model selection process. Our 
findings suggest that spateGAN offers the potential to complement and further advance the development of 
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Plain Language Summary Natural disasters like floods, hail, or landslides originate from 
precipitation. Global climate models are an important tool to understand these hazards and derive expected 
changes in a future climate. However, they operate on spatial and temporal scales that limit the regional 
ability to reflect their small-scale characteristics. This has led to the development of dynamical and statistical 
downscaling methods. Due to their computational efficiency, machine learning algorithms recently got 
increased attention as a method for improving the spatial resolution of climate data. Here, we describe a new 
deep learning model that allows to simultaneously increasing both the temporal and spatial resolution of 
precipitation data. Our presented approach enhances the spatial resolution by a factor of 16 and the temporal 
resolution by a factor of 6. The generated rain fields are hardly identifiable as artificially generated and exhibit 
the typical structure, movement, and distribution of observed rain fields.
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climate are not generally limited. However, for physically based local climate impact studies, the characterization 
of high-resolution information about precipitation and its extremes is inevitable.

Consequently, downscaling methods have been developed and applied to increase the resolution of climate model 
outputs. These methods include statistical and dynamical downscaling using regional climate models, as well as 
AI-based downscaling that leverages artificial neural networks (ANNs), which have become increasingly popular 
in recent years. The AI-based downscaling methods are based on the image “super-resolution” approach which 
originates from computer science, precisely computer vision, where the resolution of optical images is increased 
(Dong et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2016). The logical extension of this approach to the tempo-
ral domain is called “video-super-resolution” (Lucas et  al., 2018; X. Wang et  al.,  2019a). While the original 
application of super-resolution is based on a clear understanding of the data-generating process, the processes of 
generating climate observations are less well understood, presenting both a challenge and an opportunity for the 
application of ANNs (Reichstein et al., 2019). Following the super-resolution approach, high-resolution observa-
tional, climate model, or reanalysis data are first spatially coarsened to a lower resolution. The training objective 
of the ANN is to recover the original resolution. For example, in precipitation downscaling, high-resolution 
weather radar observations enable the modeling of complex precipitation patterns using ANNs. An additional 
benefit of ANNs is a considerable reduction in computation time and energy compared to traditional dynamical 
models (Pathak et al., 2022).

First approaches for spatial precipitation downscaling with ANNs used a deterministic convolutional neural 
network (CNN) which does not account for potential biases between observations and global climate model data 
or cover uncertainties related to the highly underdetermined problem (Vandal et al., 2017; F. Wang et al., 2021). 
Recent studies have extended the spatial super-resolution approach to the temporal domain and generated a 
single image with a fourfold higher spatio-temporal resolution applied to rainfall and temperature data (Serifi 
et al., 2021). CNNs have also shown their potential in downscaling low-resolution climate model outputs while 
outperforming other statistical approaches (Baño-Medina et  al.,  2020; Mu et  al.,  2020; Sun & Tang,  2020; 
Vaughan et al., 2022).

Recently, conditional generative adversarial networks (cGANs) (Mirza & Osindero, 2014) have been becoming 
increasingly popular for data generation problems. In comparison to classical CNN approaches, their advan-
tages are that they do not rely on a pre-defined expert metric, but instead utilize an evolving metric in the form 
of an individually trained neural network. Furthermore, they have a stochastic design which enables them to 
generate an ensemble of solutions (Goodfellow et al., 2014). cGANs consist of two networks: a generator and a 
discriminator. The generator, typically a CNN, generates high-resolution images conditioned on low-resolution 
inputs, whereas the discriminator evaluates the quality of the generated images by distinguishing between real 
and artificial images. The generator's task of trying to trick the discriminator is defined by the model's objective 
function (Ledig et al., 2017; X. Wang et al., 2019b). Both networks are simultaneously trained in an adversarial 
manner. This concept of a two-part architecture and model training has increased the generative performance of 
neural networks significantly, which is illustrated by the creation of realistic human faces (Karras et al., 2019). 
In climate science, cGANs can learn to reconstruct high-resolution solutions from climate model outputs and 
random components. Leinonen et al. (2021) demonstrated the performance and capability of cGANs within a 
spatial super-resolution approach by downscaling coarsened precipitation data from a resolution of 16–1 km. 
The same idea has also been applied to downscaling global precipitation forecasts (L. Harris et al., 2022; Price 
& Rasp,  2022). Furthermore, cGANs outperformed traditional precipitation nowcasting algorithms (Ravuri 
et al., 2021).

Mapping low- to high-resolution precipitation data is an underdetermined problem due to fluctuations across 
scales. Resolving the temporal evolution of precipitation events in terms of intensity and advection is necessary to 
obtain a complete picture of the high variability of precipitation and the expression of extreme events. Kashinath 
et al. (2021) refer to the generation of spatially and temporally coherent fields as the holy grail of downscaling. 
However, existing deep learning methods for spatio-temporal downscaling using CNN-based downscaling meth-
ods can not sufficiently represent the high variability of precipitation due to their deterministic nature. Even 
though cGANs have proven to be suitable to present a probabilistic solution for the problem, the focus so far has 
been on increasing spatial resolutions without temporal downscaling. Often, the super-resolution approaches also 
address spatial or temporal scales not directly transferable to global climate model data. Furthermore, “recurrent 
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structures” such as reappearing local biases in the generated fields, can be an issue. This will also be addressed 
later in this manuscript.

In this study, we propose spateGAN, a cGAN for spatio-temporal downscaling of precipitation based on the video 
super-resolution approach. We compare a deterministic version of the model to a probabilistic version. Precisely, 
the objective of this study is:

1.  To evaluate the ability of a 3D fully convolutional cGAN to simultaneously downscale rainfall fields in space 
and time, from a spatial resolution of 32–2 km and temporally from 1 hr to 10 min.

2.  To analysis the model results with respect to spatial structures, temporal consistency, and extreme value statis-
tics of the generated fields.

2. Methods
In the following, we introduce a new spatio-temporal downscaling approach using a cGAN that learned 
to downscale spatially and temporally coarsened gridded precipitation observations from a weather radar 
network (Figure 1). As an evaluation case study, we applied the final trained models to the whole domain 
of Germany and a time period consisting of 12 weeks of data distributed over all seasons. We compared a 
deterministic and a probabilistic cGAN (spateGANdet and spateGANprob) to a classical CNN approach and 
trilinear interpolation.

2.1. cGANs for Downscaling

A cGAN comprises two neural networks, the generator G and the discriminator D, which are trained in an adver-
sarial manner. G is a function

𝐺𝐺 ∶ ℝ
𝑡𝑡×𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚

→ ℝ
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡×𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛×𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚

𝑥𝑥↦𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥)
 (1)

that performs the actual spatio-temporal downscaling of the coarse input x by increasing the temporal resolution 
by a factor 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 ∈ ℕ and the spatial resolution by a factor 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 ∈ ℕ . In this study, dt = 6 and ds = 16. The number of 
time steps t and grid cells n, m were fixed during training but can be larger during inference. The discriminator 
D is a classifier

𝐷𝐷 ∶ ℝ
𝑡𝑡×𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚 ×ℝ

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡×𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛×𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚
→ ℝ

(𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥)↦𝑏𝑏
 (2)

that distinguishes whether the sequence of high-resolution rainfall maps y has been artificially generated from 
x (i.e., y = G(x)) or is the original high-resolution radar image corresponding to x (Figure 1b). Both functions 
are defined as CNNs (see Section 2.2) trained in a so-called adversarial training process. G and D improve their 
abilities, the generation and discrimination of realistic rainfall time sequences by alternatively minimizing and 
maximizing the objective function described in Section 2.3. The key point is the custom trainable objective func-
tion for G which does not require prior knowledge about the problem to be constructed but is learned from the 
data itself via D. The data set and its preparation are explained in Section 2.5. The selection of an optimal model 
during training and its evaluation requires metrics that we introduce in Section 2.6.

Opposed to the downscaling task is the coarsening operator that was used to synthetically produce coarsened data 
from high-resolution images. We can define it by

𝐶𝐶 ∶ ℝ
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡×𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛×𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚

→ ℝ
𝑡𝑡×𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚

𝑦𝑦↦𝐶𝐶(𝑦𝑦),
 (3)
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where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴(𝑦𝑦)𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∶=
1

𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑
2
𝑠𝑠

𝑖𝑖+𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡
∑

𝑖𝑖′=𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖+𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠
∑

𝑖𝑖′=𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖+𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠
∑

𝑖𝑖′=𝑖𝑖

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖′ 𝑖𝑖𝑖′ 𝑖𝑖𝑖′   is the average over dt time steps and ds by ds grid cells. If not mentioned 

otherwise we will refer to y as the original high-resolution observation image that was used to produce x, that is, 

x = C(y).

2.2. Network Architecture

G and D are CNNs with a model architecture (Figure 2a) built from three principal functional blocks (Figure 2b). 
G is fully convolutional. The final architecture resulted from an iterative model optimization with special focus 
on spatio-temporal consistency and the absence of recurrent structures and artifacts. Due to the training time of 
several days, a full hyperparameter tuning routine and ablation study had to be omitted. For both networks, we 

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed spateGAN model for spatio-temporal downscaling of precipitation data. The figure 
illustrates the downscaling of a complex precipitation event in Germany, with both stratiform and convective elements. (a) 
spateGAN downscales coarsened data, derived from weather radar images, with arbitrary spatial and temporal dimensions 
from a resolution of 32 × 32 km and 1 hr to a higher resolution of 2 × 2  km and 10 min. The model is trained on smaller 
patches, represented by the colored boxes. (b) Schematic overview of the model components and training process. (c) 
Detailed downscaling results from (a). spateGANdet is able to convert the hourly resolved coarsened data into a sequence of 
temporally consistent, finely structured precipitation fields, while also reconstructing the original distribution with higher 
precipitation intensities.
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included 3D convolutional layers. For D these allow the extraction of spatio-temporal features of rain field struc-
tures for decision making. For G, they allow to account for spatial and temporal nonlinear correlation embedded 
in the given conditions (Tran et al., 2015) and the reconstruction of temporally consistent high-resolution rainfall 
fields.

2.2.1. Convolutional-Block

The convolutional-block is intended to efficiently represent spatio-temporal structures within a feature 
map. The first part processes the input data through a 3D convolutional layer with kernel size 1 × 1 × 1. 
Depending of the previous layer, the feature dimensionality is decreased to save computational costs and 
allow for a deeper model (Szegedy et  al.,  2015). This is followed by a ReLU activation function, another 
3D-convolutional layer with kernel size 3 × 3 × 3, a batch normalization layer and another ReLU activation 
(Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015).

2.2.2. Upsampling-Block

The upsampling part of the network intends to increase the resolution of the input data by refining the grid 
size using bilinear interpolation in the spatial dimensions and linear interpolation for the time dimension. Each 
interpolation step is followed by a convolutional-block using a leaky ReLU activation to prevent the complete 
inactivity of these layers.

2.2.3. Downsampling-Block

The downsampling-blocks are only used within the discriminator. They are based on the presented 
convolutional-blocks, but with a kernel size of 4 × 4 × 4 within the second 3D convolutional layer combined with 
strided convolution and leaky ReLU as second activation function. The approach is similar to Isola et al. (2017) 
and uses the spatial and temporal stride operation to reduce the dimensionality of extracted features.

Figure 2. Detailed model architecture of spateGAN consisting of a generator and a discriminator. (a) The discriminator acts as a classification model, evaluating 
whether the high-resolution time sequences it receives are real or artificial, taking into account their possible affiliation with the coarsened input data provided as a 
condition. The generator spatially and temporally downscales the coarsened input data. For spateGANprob dropout layers within the first three upsampling-blocks enable 
ensemble generation. (b) Architectures of upsampling, downsampling and convolutional blocks, the main components of both networks.
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2.2.4. Generator

The generator initially consists of two convolutional-blocks without batch normalization. Subsequently, the 
spatial and temporal resolution of the hidden representation is increased using six upsampling-blocks to achieve 
the factors dt = 6 and ds = 16 to increase the temporal resolution of 1 hr to 10 min and the spatial resolution 
from 32 to 2 km. Each interpolation step is followed by a convolutional-block to adjust spatio-temporal struc-
tures. There are two final convolutional-blocks, where the second block has no batch normalization. The model 
output is determined by a final convolutional layer to reduce the filter dimension. A softplus activation function 
limits the distribution of the output to positive values, which can be directly interpreted as rainfall intensity in 
mm/10 min. For each convolutional layer within G with a kernel size >1 we applied a reflection padding strategy 
to reduce boundary errors.

Since downscaling is in general an underdetermined problem, the model uncertainty is closely related to the 
possible valid realizations of the high-resolution image. The capability of ensemble generation can provide addi-
tional valuable information. Leinonen et al. (2021) have shown that for pure spatial downscaling noise, passed 
as an additional generator feature, is suitable for ensemble generation. We compared a deterministic cGAN 
approach (spateGANdet) to an alternative probabilistic approach (spateGANprob) for ensemble generation, exploit-
ing dropout layers (Isola et al., 2017) within the first three generator upsampling-blocks during model training 
and inference. The dropout rate was set to 0.2 with temporal constant selected neurons for each individual ensem-
ble member.

2.2.5. Discriminator

One challenge in training the discriminator is that the given data should be distinguished solely based on the 
temporal and spatial structures and the distribution. As a first model layer, we add noise following a Gaussian 
distribution (mean = 0, stddev = 0.05) to the high- and coarse-resolution data to counteract a decision-making 
based on a potential numerical inexactness of the generator while the real images are quantized and a perfect 
match for the coarse data.

There are two input branches to the network. The high-resolution data is processed by a series of four 
downsampling-blocks. The first one has no batch normalization layer. The extracted features are concatenated 
with the coarsened model input data, that passed through one 3D convolutional layer and a leaky ReLU acti-
vation function. After another 3D convolutional layer, batch normalization and a leaky ReLU activation func-
tion, the filter dimension is reduced using a last 3D convolutional layer. The resulting output is flattened and 
passed to a single dense layer using a linear activation function allowing for binary classification similar to 
Ravuri et al. (2021). We observed that batch normalization would not be required in all downsampling blocks to 
get a similar model performance. However, they lead to a faster desirable model state during training (Ioffe & 
Szegedy, 2015).

2.3. Objective Function

We express the objective functions for spateGAN following Isola et al. (2017) combining Binary Cross Entropy 
with an L1 loss term. The L1 loss term or mean absolute error (MAE) is a pixel-wise error that is only applied 
to the generator objective. It ensures that the generated rain fields remain close to the ground truth. However, the 
distribution of rainfall deviates strongly from prominent ANN image data sets. Common methods to achieve a 
well-performing model and stable training in spite of this, are data logarithmization and normalization routines 
(L. Harris et al., 2022; Leinonen et al., 2021; Price & Rasp, 2022).

This, however, can amplify the generation of unrealistically high rainfall intensities in case of a model over-
estimation during inference or training and a potential necessity of a limitation of the value range in the form 
of an activation function like sigmoid or tanh, or by a fixed allowed maximum value. In our opinion such a 
constraint would limit the model to perform well in a non-stationary system. Therefore, we present a new alterna-
tive approach using an updated objective function, that effectively conserves the benefits of a classical logarith-
mization and normalization technique. For example, in our study, the generated fields were sharper and less wavy 
and needed fewer training cycles. At the same time, no value constraint was required to provide stable model 
training. Precisely, we logarithmized and normalized data that entered the discriminator or were considered for 
the calculation of the L1 loss according to
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𝜆𝜆(𝑣𝑣) =
log(𝑣𝑣 + 𝜀𝜀) − log(𝜀𝜀)

log(�̄�𝑦 + 𝜀𝜀) − log(𝜀𝜀)
, (4)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 is the maximum of the high-resolution pixel values of the training data set (see Section  2.5.2) and 
ɛ = 10 −3.

The generator, on the other hand, as visualized in Figure 1b, was provided unmodified input data and also 
produced output values that follow the original distribution of the radar data set. The final objective function  is

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑐𝑐𝐺𝐺𝐺) = 𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥𝐺𝑥𝑥[log𝐺𝐺(𝜆𝜆(𝑥𝑥)𝐺 𝜆𝜆(𝑥𝑥))]+

𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥[log(1 −𝐺𝐺(𝜆𝜆(𝑥𝑥)𝐺 𝜆𝜆(𝑐𝑐(𝑥𝑥))))]+

𝛼𝛼𝔼𝔼𝑥𝑥𝐺𝑥𝑥[||𝜆𝜆(𝑥𝑥) − 𝜆𝜆(𝑐𝑐(𝑥𝑥))||1]

 (5)

where G tries to minimize this objective and the adversarial D tries to maximize it. We set α to 20, to align the 
loss terms to a comparable range. For spateGANprob we consulted one random ensemble member per training step 
during model training for loss calculation to save computational resources.

2.4. Comparison Models: Trilinear Interpolation and CNN

As a baseline model, we refined the grid size of the coarsened validation data correspondingly by a spatial factor 
of ds = 16 and temporal dt = 6 using trilinear interpolation. In addition, we compared the performance of the 
spateGANs with a classical neural network approach. For this purpose, we trained a CNN with the exact same 
architecture as the generator of spateGANdet (see Section 2.2) only applying L1 loss from Equation 5 without D. 
The remaining training routine was unchanged.

2.5. Radar Data

For model training, testing, and validation we used publicly available, quasi gauge-adjusted 5 min precipitation 
sums of the radar climatology of the German Meteorological Service (RADKLIM-YW) that can be retrieved 
from Winterrath et al. (2018). The radar composite contains information of 16 weather radars adjusted by approx. 
1,000 rain gauges homogeneously distributed throughout Germany. The rainfall estimates are retrieved from 
reflectivity estimates at C-band. A more detailed description of the extensive radar data processing and correction 
routine can be found in Winterrath et al. (2017).

The grid extent is 900 km × 1,100 km with a resolution of 1 km × 1 km. The temporal resolution is 5 min, where 
each grid cell represents a 5 min rainfall sum with a quantization of 0.01 mm. Regions not covered by the 150 km 
measurement radii of the radars or missing measured values are marked with “NaNs.” For our investigation, we 
used data from 1 January 2010 until 31 December 2021. After downloading, we transformed the binary format 
to NetCDF using the Python package provided by Chwala and Polz (2021) to be able to easily handle the large 
amounts of data (1 Tb/year).

To prevent information leakage and to validate the model's ability to generalize outside the training distribution, 
the data were split into three sets: 2010–2019 for training, 2020 for testing, and 2021 for validation. All presented 
results stem from the validation data set.

2.5.1. Data Preprocessing

Before network training, testing, and validation, suitable data were selected, the downscaling factor was 
defined and the high-resolution samples were coarsened. The spatial resolution should increase 16-fold from 
32 × 32 km to 2 × 2 km and the temporal resolution 6-folded from 1 hr to 10 min. The chosen scales are 
sufficient to simulate the downscaling of global climate model data, which can be provided with similar 
resolution and to be fine enough to reveal the high temporal and spatial variability of precipitation. A further 
increase of the resolution toward the original RADKLIM-YW data (1 × 1 km and 5 min) would have exceeded 
our currently available computational resources in terms of graphics processing unit (GPU) memory. Conse-
quently, as a first preprocessing step, the data were spatially averaged and temporal aggregated to a 2 km and 
10 min resolution.
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2.5.2. Training and Testing Sample Preparation

GPU memory limitation did not allow the usage of longer time series of whole maps of Germany for model 
training and testing. Therefore, we randomly selected samples with a spatio-temporal extent of 160 ×  160 pixels 
and 36 time steps, that is, 320 km × 320 km × 6 hr. This approach also reduces the risk of the model memorizing 
spatial dependencies and patterns in the data.

The rain intensity in the data follows a near-lognormal distribution and only about 5% of the pixels of the radar 
composite contain precipitation, leading to a highly imbalanced and skewed distribution which is difficult for 
training neural networks. The main issue is learning reasonable predictions for the minority class (Johnson & 
Khoshgoftaar, 2019). For rainfall, this refers to rarely occurring events and high precipitation intensities. To over-
come this problem data augmentation is a widely used technique to balance the distribution of the train and test 
samples, increasing the number of wet pixels and total amount of precipitation, and allowing the model to focus 
on relevant rain events (Leinonen et al., 2021; Ravuri et al., 2021). Our data augmentation process selected only 
samples free of missing values, total precipitation (of all time steps and pixels) exceeding 1,000 mm and with 
at least 100 mm/10 min per time step for 2/3 of all time steps. To avoid a systematic bias due to the prevailing 
westerly wind flow influence in Germany, half of the chosen samples were rotated (90° or 270°) or mirrored 
(vertically or horizontally).

In total, 112,500 samples were randomly drawn for model training (ytrain) and 1,000 samples ytest for model testing 
during training. The test data were also used for model selection (see Section 2.8). As a final preprocessing step, 
coarsened versions C(ytrain) and C(ytest) were calculated, resulting in a final model input shape during training 
(t × n × m) of six time steps and 10 ×  10 pixels.

2.5.3. Validation Data

To validate the model performance, we utilized the fully convolutional architecture of G to downscale entire maps 
of Germany. This entails a future possible application of downscaling global climate model outputs over a larger 
domain than the training samples dimension, and the model's ability to generalize for this. To include all seasons 
and connected temporal sequences, while reducing data volume, we selected the first week of each month of 2021 
for validation, resulting in 12,096 validation time steps.

We applied C(yval) to derive the coarse validation data, ignoring missing values, and setting completely empty 
coarsened pixels to zero. After model prediction, we masked the downscaled data to exclude pixels with NaN 
values in yval and areas of coarsened pixels that were not entirely within the radar network coverage, but intersect 
with it. Additionally, we excluded the first and last hour of individually predicted time steps to avoid temporal 
boundary errors. We applied this procedure to contain all available information in the coarsened data, but derive 
valid predictions only for those areas where no data is missing. Evaluation metrics were calculated for a cropped 
area of 370 × 560 km (highlighted in Figure 6a) to further mitigate boundary effects.

The length of time sequences downscaled by G is mutable and only limited by GPU memory. Using an NVIDIA 
Tesla V100, G is able to predict 66 time steps of high-resolution maps (66 × 480 × 480) from 11 coarse precip-
itation maps (11 × 30 × 30) in one single processing step, taking 0.1 s. Successive predictions were made for 
contiguous time sequences of this size, resulting in 11,652 images. For spateGANprob, we calculated, according 
to Section 2.2, five ensemble members (spateGANprob 01,02etc.) using fixed drop-out neurons for each member and 
a sixth member, spateGANprob 06, in which the selected neurons were randomly changed for every prediction step, 
that is, 6 hr. The aggregation of this mixed ensemble member represents the accumulated ensemble mean in this 
study.

2.6. Metrics

The high temporal and spatial complexity of precipitation makes it difficult to validate the results using a single 
metric. In addition, different users and decision-makers have different requirements regarding the capabilities 
of a downscaling model. Thus, the evaluation of the results was carried out with a set of metrics considering 
different spatial scales and temporal aggregations. Additionally, a qualitative analysis was performed. For calcu-
lating the following metrics and for all shown results, we set observed (Rref) and generated (Rgen) rain rates below 
0.01 mm hr −1 to zero.
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2.6.1. Fractions Skill Score

The fractions skill score (FSS) is a spatial verification method to evaluate the performance of precipitation 
forecasts. It is a measure of the rainfall misplacement error with respect to a given spatial and temporal scale 
(Roberts, 2008; Roberts & Lean, 2008). A neighborhood of a pixel P contains all grid cells in a r by r square 
centered at P and T previous and following time steps. Let fref be the fraction of grid values larger than δ contained 
in a neighborhood averaged over all possible neighborhoods in an observed image. We define fgen in the same way 
using the generated image. Then the FSS for δ, r, and T is defined by

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 =
(𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 − 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔𝑓𝑓 )

2

𝑓𝑓
2
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 + 𝑓𝑓

2

𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔𝑓𝑓

, (6)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝑓𝑓  denotes the average over all images in the data set. For ensemble predictions, the fraction is given by 
the average fraction over all ensemble members. We computed the FSS for various combinations of thresholds δ 
and scales, r and T.

2.6.2. Radially Averaged Logarithmic Power Spectrum Density

We computed the radially averaged power spectral density (RAPSD) and temporal power spectrum density 
(PSDt) to analyze spatial and temporal patterns independent of their location (D. Harris et al., 2001; Sinclair & 
Pegram, 2005). The RAPSD of a single image was obtained by transforming its 2D power spectrum into a 1D 
power spectrum by radial averaging, as implemented in pysteps (Pulkkinen et al., 2019). The pixel-wise power 
spectrum along the time dimension is referred to as PSDt. We calculated the RAPSD for single images (RAPSD10), 
hourly aggregated images (RAPSD60) and the accumulation of the entire evaluation data set RAPSDaggr.

We compared the PSD of the artificially generated rain fields with the analog measure derived from the observa-
tion data. First, we used RAPSD10 to evaluate spatial patterns in terms of their frequency and amplitude. Second, 
we used PSDt and RAPSD60 to quantify the ability to generate temporally consistent fields. Third, we used RAPS-
Daggr to reveal if models produce recurrent structures (local biases) that sum up over time and are distinct from 
recurrent local structures in the reference data. An example of such structures is given in Figure 6.

2.6.3. Point-Wise and Distribution Error

As a point-wise error, we computed the root mean squared error (RMSE) given by

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =

√

(𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 −𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔)
2 (7)

and the MAE given by

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = |𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔|. (8)

The continuous ranked probability score (CRPS) is a generalization of the MAE and evaluates a probabilistic 
model's predictive distribution against observed values (Gneiting & Raftery, 2007).

Additionally, we provided a normalized MAE and CRPS, by dividing the point-wise score by the observed point-
wise rainfall average for illustrating geographical dependencies or by dividing the monthly score by the monthly 
observed rainfall average to analyze seasonal differences in performance.

The relative bias measures the average model error as a percentage of the mean observed rainfall and is given by

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 =
𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 −𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟

𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟

∗ 100 (9)

We calculated rank histograms to evaluate the amount of variability and reliability of an ensemble of predictions 
(Candille & Talagrand, 2005; Hamill, 2001). We considered data from 50 generated ensemble members using 
fixed drop-out neurons for each member. Due to the high computational demand, we confined this particular anal-
ysis to the first week of July 2021, which contains moderate and heavy precipitation events. For each pixel of the 
rainfall observations the normalized rank r of the actual value across all ensemble members (Np) is determined 
as 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 =

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
 , where Ns is the number of predictions below the observed rainfall amount. For a perfectly calibrated 
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ensemble, observations and predictions stem from the same distribution and, therefore, r is uniformly distributed 
over the range 0 ≤ r < = 1. To assess ensemble quality with respect to events with heavy precipitation, rank 
histograms are generated for regions and time periods where the low-resolution model input data exceed their 
0.9995 quantile (>5 mm hr −1). This analysis, similar to L. Harris et al. (2022), describes conditioning on the 
most extreme events in the coarsened data set, or in terms of actual downscaling, to the extreme events of global 
climate model predictions.

The critical success index (CSI) and probability of detection (POD) (Jolliffe & Stephenson, 2003) are measure-
ments of the accuracy of an event prediction and evaluate the generated rainfall on whether or not rainfall amounts 
exceed a certain threshold δ. We calculated true positive (TP: Rref > = δ, Rgen > = δ), false positive (FP: Rref < δ, 
Rgen > = δ), and false negative (FN: Rref > = δ, Rgen < δ) events as sums over grid cells based on the specific 
conditions. For ensemble predictions, we weighted the aggregated conditions of all ensemble members by the 
number of members (1/N). The CSI is given by

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 + 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇
 (10)

and evaluates the effectiveness of the model in correctly generating rainfall events. The POD is given by

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =

𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃

𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
 (11)

and specifically focuses on the proportion of TP predictions out of all observed rain rates that exceed a defined 
threshold. Both metrics range from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating a perfect prediction.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test measures the maximal distance between the cumulative distribution of 
observed and generated rainfall. It evaluates the modeled distribution independent of the spatial distribution of 
values. Because of the skewed distribution of rainfall, this maximal distance is most often located at low rainfall 
intensities which limits conclusions about extreme values.

2.7. Model Training

Each model was trained for 3 days resulting in about 3 × 10 5 training steps using mixed precision. The opti-
mization of the spateGANs followed a standard approach by alternating between one gradient descent step 
for D, followed by one step for G (Goodfellow et al., 2014) and counted as one training step of the spate-
GAN. We trained on randomly selected samples from the training data set on one NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU 
limiting batch size to 7. For gradient descent, Adam optimizer was chosen with a learning rate of 1 × 10 −4 
for G (momentum parameters: β1 = 0.0, β2 = 0.999) and 2 × 10 −4 for D (β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.999). Due to the 
adversarial training of a GAN, it does not inevitably converge toward an optimum of the objective function 
presented in Section 2.3. Instead, it may exhibit strong performance fluctuations. We therefore saved models 
after every 500th training step to later identify and select the best-performing training state. We implemented 
the ANNs and model optimization in a Python framework using TensorFlow (version: 2.6) (TensorFlow 
Developers, 2022).

2.8. Model Selection

We selected the best performing models (i.e., the optimal state of either CNN, spateGANdet, and spateGANprob 
during training) by downscaling the test data. We took the structural error of all generated images into account 
using both RAPSDaggr and the average RAPSD10. We represent the RAPSD deviation by a single value by calcu-
lating the MAE of the logarithmized RAPSDs of predicted and real images:

𝜎𝜎 =
1

𝑛𝑛

𝑛𝑛
∑

𝑖𝑖=1

|

|

10 ∗ log10(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟) − 10 ∗ log10(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝)|
|

 (12)

Based on RAPSDaggr, σaggr considers potential model artifacts in the form of recurrent structures and the model's 
ability to reconstruct adequate rain sums for a longer time period. Based on RAPSD10, σ10 min takes the model's 
ability to generate rain fields with spatial structures of the right amplitudes and frequencies into account. 
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To  avoid  a too strong influence of boundary errors in this selection, we excluded the outermost edge, correspond-
ing to one coarse resolution pixel, for this calculation. Finally, the model minimizing σaggr + σ10 min was selected.

3. Results
To evaluate the spatio-temporal downscaling performance we considered the model's capability to reconstruct 
the target distribution from spatially and temporally coarsened input data and to generate rain fields that closely 
resemble the observations regarding spatial structure and temporal consistency.

3.1. Qualitative Analysis

We start with a qualitative analysis examining a detailed visualization of the sequences generated for three rain 
events. One is a convective case study scenario and the other two show a stratiform and a mixed-type rain event. 
The observation data, their associated coarsened representation, and the respective models are shown in Figures 3, 
4, and A1. The predictions from the probabilistic generative approach stem from a single ensemble member 

Figure 3. Detailed case study of the spatio-temporal downscaling performance for a convective precipitation event for central Germany. Shown is a temporal sequence 
of coarsened model input data, associated RADKLIM-YW observations, and model predictions. Hourly and two-hourly aggregated images highlight specific advection 
structures.
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(spateGANprob 01). Additionally, the preceding and subsequent time steps of the coarsened images are presented 
to provide a better understanding of what information is available to the model to generate the high-resolution 
images. A more complete picture is given by the attached animations visualizing the full-time sequences of differ-
ent events (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7636929 and Movie S1–S4).

3.1.1. Case Study: Convective Rain Events

Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of a convective rainfall event. The challenge for the downscaling models 
was to determine that the connected rainfall field in the coarsened input data represents disconnected convective 
cells and to localize them correctly with plausible advection.

Both spateGAN approaches effectively generated small convective rain cells from the low-resolution data which 
cannot be easily identified as artificially generated. The spatial structures, localization, and advection were in 
good agreement with the observation data. However, there are differences in certain regions. For example, a more 
connected rain field in the north was represented as smaller separated cells. The observed small rain event in the 
southeast at t + 20 min with a rain rate >15 mm hr −1 was generated as a larger event with lower rain rates. Despite 
these small-scale dissimilarities, spateGAN was able to construct plausible local extremes like in the northern 
part of the images. In addition to the individual time steps, the 1-hr aggregations revealed advection structures 

Figure 4. As Figure 3 for a stratiform event.
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that are very similar to the observation data in large parts of the images. This supports the hypothesis that the 
model is able to reproduce spatio-temporally consistent small-scale rainfall structures with plausible advection.

The CNN could generate rain fields with reasonable position and timing, but the cells lacked fine-scaled spatial 
structure and local extremes. Especially the gradients were very smooth. The model was not able to separate 
individual convective cells; however, by comparing the presented time steps in chronological order, a plausible 
movement and temporal consistency became apparent.

The trilinear interpolation created a blurry version of the low-resolution data lacking local gradients, extreme 
values, or advection.

3.1.2. Case Study: Stratiform Rain Events and Embedded Convection

Figure 4 presents the 1-hr time sequence of a stratiform rain event. The challenge for the models was to recon-
struct the evolution of this larger rain field including areas with no precipitation and a smaller separated cell in the 
north, from contiguous pixels in the coarsened input data. The results from the spateGANs appear very similar to 
the observational data, including the size and positioning of the generated rain fields. The artificially generated 
events show plausible structures with a slight underestimation of the maximum rainfall intensity in, for example, 
image t + 20 min. Higher rainfall intensities in the southeast corner and correctly positioned holes were created. 
The small detached rain events in the north are also depicted and are hardly distinguishable from the observation 
data. The generated structures exhibit a plausible temporal and spatial development, even though the rain field 
is moving slowly. spateGANs ability to generate both small and large rain events in a single image is further 
demonstrated for a complex precipitation event in Figure A1.

As within Figure 3, the trilinear interpolation and CNN results were blurry and lacked spatial structure. The CNN 
was more accurate in terms of the spatial extent of the rain field, while the trilinear interpolation produced fields 
that exceeded the spatial extent of the reference.

3.2. Quantitative Investigation

The quantitative analysis is divided into two parts. First, we investigated the models regarding their capability 
to generate detailed spatio-temporal rain field structures by analyzing the power spectrum. Then, we examined 
the pixel accuracy and the ability to reconstruct a skillful distribution in time and space by calculating the FSS, 
CRPS, MAE, KS statistics, CSI, POD, and BIAS.

3.2.1. Structural Analysis

We calculated the average RAPSD10 and RAPSD60 of the high-resolution observation images and the associated 
model predictions to investigate whether the models are able to represent the structural variability and advection 
of precipitation across spatial and temporal scales. The same analysis was performed for the accumulated precip-
itation of all 11,652 validation images (RAPSDaggr.) to visualize potential undesirable model characteristics such 
as the generation of recurrent structures that would manifest as peaks at certain wavelengths.

Figure 5b shows that the generated images from spateGANdet and spateGANprob have a high structural similarity 
to the observations for both, single images and hourly aggregations on all considered scales. A small underestima-
tion occurred between wavelengths of 128–64 and <6 km for spateGANdet. Respectively a slight overestimation 
occurred for spateGANprob. The same was observable in the temporal power spectrum PSDt for wavelengths 
between 30 min and 4 hr. For higher frequencies, spateGANprob showed a slight overestimation. The RAPS-
Daggr was close to the observation data. However, peaks mainly prominent at a wavelength of 8 and 6 km could 
be observed. Recurrent structures with this frequency were also visible in the accumulated rainfall maps from 
Germany in Figure 6a. Predictions of spateGANdet also exhibited this conspicuity at a wavelength of 32 km. At 
shorter aggregations (e.g., individual predictions, RAPSD10 or RAPSD60) these structures were not detectable.

For the CNN, RAPSD10,60,aggr. showed an underestimation, especially for higher frequencies. This results from the 
model's missing ability to generate small-scale structures and reconstruct the original high-resolution distribu-
tion. Recurrent structures could be also observed at a wavelength of 32 km.

Trilinear interpolation was in general not capable of generating small-scale spatio-temporal structures that were 
similar to the observation data. A high RAPSD and PSDt underestimation could be shown for wavelength smaller 
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128 km or 8 hr. Within the whole accumulated validation data set no recurrent structures could be observed 
considering RAPSDaggr or Figure 6a.

However, by calculating the point-wise normalized MAE recurrent structures became visible but only for the 
results of trilinear interpolation (Figure 6b). We attribute this phenomenon to artifacts caused by the trilinear 
interpolation function which is not continuously differentiable.

3.2.2. Distribution Reconstruction Skill

The coarse resolution provided as model input compresses the distribution of rainfall intensities toward lower 
values. The decisive factor of a skillful downscaling model is therefore not only the generation of realistic spatial 
structures but rather the ability to reconstruct the correct distribution of rainfall intensities with accurate spatial 
and temporal placement of the rain events. We measured this downscaling skill by considering the FSS for the 
spatial and temporal precision of reconstructing high intensities using thresholds δ of 0.1, 1, 5, and 15 mm hr −1. 
These thresholds represent the 0.9, 0.97, 0.997, and 0.9998 quantiles of the validation data set. The spatial scales 
r were between 0 and 128 km and the temporal scales T were 0 and 60 min. The results are shown in Figure 5a. 

Figure 5. Evaluation of the downscaling methods (spateGANs, convolutional neural network [CNN], and trilinear interpolation) for a cropped area of the 2021 
validation data set for Germany. (a) The fractions skill score (FSS) for different thresholds and spatial and temporal scales, with the ensemble FSS of multiple members 
for spateGANprob. (b) Figure shows the pixel accuracy metrics critical success index (CSI) and probability of detection (POD) for different thresholds. Part (c) evaluates 
the generated spatial and temporal structures using power spectra analysis. spateGANprob refers not to multiple ensemble members, but to the mixed ensemble member 
as described in Section 2.5.3. The temporal consistency of the generated fields is evaluated using RAPSD60 and the average PSDt. All artificial neural network models 
show peaks in RAPSDaggr. at different wavelengths and intensities, indicating the presence of recurrent patterns in the predictions.
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The generative models demonstrated a high skill for small to moderate rainfall (0.1 and 1 mm hr −1) with FSS 
exceeding 0.9 at a spatial scale of 32 km. They also performed well for high and strong rainfall intensities, with 
FSS values over 0.8 and 0.7 for a threshold of 5 and 15 mm hr −1. The score of spateGANprob increased further, 
especially for small rain rates and scales, when multiple ensemble members were considered and the ensemble 
FSS was calculated. The CNN showed the best performance for small and moderate rainfall rates, but the accu-
racy decreased for strong rainfall intensities with a maximum FSS of 0.06 for 15 mm hr −1. Trilinear interpolation 
performed well for moderate precipitation (1 mm hr −1) but had the lowest overall skill.

A similar picture is provided by the pixel accuracy metrics CSI and POD in Figure 5b. Model accuracy decreased 
for all models with increasing the rainfall intensity threshold. The generative models showed the best perfor-
mance for the threshold 15 mm hr −1. The POD was higher than the CSI. The CNN provided generated rain fields 
with the highest CSI for all rainfall intensities except for strong precipitation (15 mm hr −1). Trilinear interpolation 
showed the highest POD for small rain rates (0.1 mm hr −1), but overall the lowest performance for higher rain 
intensities considering CSI and POD.

Additionally, we calculated, RMSE, CRPS, or MAE for deterministic models, and the BIAS, as well as the 
distribution error as the KS statistics shown in Table 1. In terms of RMSE, MAE, KS statistics, and BIAS the 
spateGAN models achieved overall good scores, compared to CNN and trilinear interpolation. The BIAS of 
spateGANdet showed a slight overestimation and an underestimation for spateGANprob. The CNN had the best 
KS score, RMSE, and MAE, but a negative BIAS of −22.28% indicated a strong underestimation (see Figure 6). 
Trilinear interpolation showed the best BIAS with −0.28%.

Figure 6. (a) Aggregated observed and predicted rainfall of the validation data set for Germany for the year 2021. The accumulation shows the model's ability to 
maintain the total rainfall amount and reveals recurrent structures within the predictions that contradict the physical principle of developing rain fields. spateGANprob 
represents an ensemble mean as described in Section 2.5.3, and the rectangle defines the area considered for the quantitative analysis. (b) Pixel-wise normalized mean 
absolute error (MAE) to illustrate the absence of geographical dependencies within the predictions. spateGANprob shows the normalized continuous ranked probability 
score (CRPS) considering six ensemble members.

CRPS/MAE RMSE KS FSS0.1 FSS1 FSS5 FSS15 σ10 min BIAS

spateGANdet −/0.018 0.11 0.010 0.98 0.97 0.87 0.73 1.36 3.35

spateGANprob 0.012/0.018 0.12 0.014 0.98 0.97 0.89 0.71 0.31 −3.55

CNN −/0.012 0.08 0.008 0.98 0.98 0.81 0.06 16.1 −22.22

Trilinear −/0.016 0.09 0.20 0.81 0.91 0.23 0 18.6 −0.25

Note. The FSS refers to the maximum score of Figure 5a each model achieved for different thresholds. For spateGANprob 
multiple ensembles were considered for CRPS and FSS, a single member for MAE, RMSE, KS statistic, power spectra 
deviation σ10 min (Equation 12) and BIAS. Best score for each metric is highlighted in bold.

Table 1 
Set of Downscaling Skill Metrics Computed for the Validation Data Set
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To analyze potential geographical and seasonal model performance differences, we provided the normalized 
MAE and the normalized CRPS for spateGANprob (Figures 6b and A2). For the spatial error distribution, the CNN 
and spateGANprob showed the best scores overall. For all models, an east-west gradient could be observed with 
better scores in the eastern parts of Germany. Since this was also visible for trilinear interpolation, it is not attrib-
utable to geographical model dependencies. Increased errors near the boundary of radar coverage were visible in 
all AI model predictions. The temporal error related to the individual months of the validation data set showed a 
very similar picture with respect to the different model performances. The noticeably higher scores in September 
indicate a too high influence of small observed rainfall on the MAE and CRPS normalization technique, rather 
than to a characteristic seasonal profile. For example, during October an average of 0.084 mm hr −1 could be 
observed, in September it was only 0.001 mm hr −1.

3.3. Ensemble Downscaling

The generation of multiple ensemble members is crucial to quantify uncertainties in the downscaling process like 
the likelihood of extreme events (Pathak et al., 2022).

By comparing the probabilistic generative approach to the deterministic, it could be shown that the predic-
tions of an individual ensemble member, like spateGANprob 01, looked similarly realistic as the predictions 
of spateGANdet (see Figures 3, 4, and A1). Regarding the RAPSD10, RAPSD60, and PSDt, the predictions 
where even closer to the observation data as can be seen in Figure 5. The downscaling skill of spateGANprob 01 
was only minimally reduced with lower FSS for the thresholds 0.1, 1, and 15 mm hr −1, but higher scores for 
5 mm hr −1.

The potential of a probabilistic approach that considers multiple spateGANprob ensemble members was investi-
gated by calculating the rank histogram, CRPS, and ensemble FSS (see Figure 7 and Table 1).

The point-wise rank distribution of spateGANprob predictions showed that an increased number of samples were 
in the outlier ranks (r near 0 or 1); however, the majority of the ranks were uniformly distributed close to the 
ideal, indicating well-calibrated ensembles. For extreme events, represented as the top 0.05% of the coarsened 
model input data, the ensemble of spateGANprob became more under-dispersive. The higher amount of high and 
low ranks correspond to overconfident model predictions.

The CRPS showed an improvement with a value of 0.012 compared to the MAE of spateGANdet and spate-
GANprob 01. Compared to other studies (L. Harris et al., 2022; Price & Rasp, 2022), the score of the cGAN model 
does not drop below the respective MAE of the CNN. This might be related to the fact that both models apply an 
MAE loss function during training and the model selection is not considering pixel accuracy. The FSS indicated 
a better downscaling performance compared to spateGANdet and spateGANprob 01, particularly for small scales and 

Figure 7. Ensemble calibration assessment showing the rank histogram (a) as the occurrence of per-pixel normalized ranks for spateGANprob considering 50 ensemble 
members, using the dropout rates 0.2 (red) and 0.3 (orange). The dashed lines correspond to the results for regions and time periods where the coarsened validation data 
exceeds its 0.9995 quantile. The dotted line shows the ideal distribution for comparison. (b) The cumulative density functions (CDF) of the distributions presented in (a).
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low rainfall amounts. The probabilistic model was also able to represent the precipitation sum of the validation 
reference considering the aggregated ensemble mean, as can be seen in Figure 6a.

However, Figure 5 shows that the aggregation of a single ensemble member (RAPSDaggr for spateGANprob 01) 
showed an overestimation from scales between 8 and 128 km. We assume that this model characteristic was due 
to the chosen dropout routine. For one ensemble member selected dropout neurons were fixed for all time steps. 
The behavior was not visible in single predictions and could only be revealed via the aggregation and analysis 
of multiple thousand images. To address this constraint, we emphasize always considering multiple ensemble 
members, when applying this approach for longer time series.

Furthermore, we experimented to change the dropout rate after model training to increase the variability of the 
generated fields within the ensemble, which led to an improved ensemble calibration as can be seen in Figure 7. 
However, this led not to a further improvement of the CRPS. Additionally, we trained models by applying random 
dropout neurons for each time step and a more common method, by using noise as input for the generator. Both 
approaches could generate temporally consistent rain fields without issues when aggregating single ensemble 
members. However, they frequently produced artifacts in the form of low rain rates during dry time steps and 
regions, which let us adhere to our presented dropout approach. Overall this exemplifies that various techniques 
for ensemble generation are feasible, but the creation of ensembles that reflect physically plausible solutions and 
the stochasticity of the target data set is challenging and, therefore, subject to further research.

4. Discussion
In this study, we proposed spateGAN, a novel approach for spatio-temporal downscaling of precipitation data 
combining cGANs, 3D convolution and interpolation techniques. It effectively increases the spatial resolution 
of coarsened weather radar data from 32 km × 32 km and 1 hr to 2 km × 2 km and 10 min. In the following, we 
will discuss the model's ability to accurately reconstruct spatial structures with temporal consistency and correct 
extreme value statistics. Additionally, we present the model's limitations and additional unexpected findings.

4.1. Spatial Structures

The qualitative investigation (see Section 3.1) and the presented animation prove the ability of spateGAN to 
generate plausible precipitation fields from coarsened input data that are hardly classifiable as artificially gener-
ated. This is supported by the power spectrum analysis using RAPSD and PSD, which are in highest agreement 
with the observation data for all scales when compared to CNN and interpolation. The FSS confirms that unlike 
trilinear interpolation and a classical CNN approach, the cGAN approach accurately produces structures with 
higher rainfall intensities. spateGAN is the only model that is able to generate rain cells of a small spatial extent 
(see Figure 3). Besides the spatial extent and the rainfall intensity, the number of generated cells has a similar 
order of magnitude compared to the observations. Only the precise location of these cells deviates due to the 
stochastic nature of the model. spateGAN also tends to produce slightly smoother structures than the observed 
ones for large-scale rain events as shown in Figure 4. We assume that an increase in the training sample dimen-
sions could improve the structural quality of such large rain events. Overall, the results emphasize the necessity 
of a generative network downscaling approach for modeling realistic rain fields, since trilinear interpolation and 
CNN lack higher frequencies in the power spectrum. Trilinear interpolation approximates the low-resolution 
data providing limited additional information, while the CNN generates more detailed, but still too blurry events 
(Larsen et al., 2016).

4.2. Temporal Consistency

The animations of downscaled rain fields illustrate temporal consistency as a key property of spateGAN. The 
generated fields exhibit plausible advection, showing that rain cells are not randomly appearing and disappear-
ing between time steps. This is supported by the 1- and 2-hr aggregations (see case study Figures 3, 4, A1), 
where the sum of individual time steps leads to smooth, connected cells elongated in the direction of advec-
tion. Furthermore, RAPSD60 and PSDt are in high agreement with the observation data. The visual evaluation 
of the CNN predictions and its improved PSDt compared to trilinear interpolation also indicate the CNN's 
ability to generate temporally consistent events. This leads us to conclude that 3D convolutions are suitable 
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for creating temporally coherent downscaled images (Tran et al., 2015; Vondrick et al., 2016). In combination 
with linear temporal interpolation within G, 3D convolutions are a crucial factor for the generation of these 
consistently evolving rain fields. 3D convolutional layers in D may also contribute to spateGANs high tempo-
ral consistency, which is supported by a similar application for precipitation nowcasting (Ravuri et al., 2021). 
However, in our use case, their impact on structural precision, that is, the localization of rain cells, might be 
more significant.

4.3. Model Limitations

Despite its potential, 3D convolution has certain limitations and its usefulness for video generation is still a 
matter of debate (Saito et al., 2017). The main challenge is that the possible amount of exploitable large-scale 
and long-term spatio-temporal correlations is not arbitrarily expandable. It depends on the model architecture 
and model depth which define the receptive field size. Furthermore, the spatial and temporal dimensions of the 
training samples are important since model extrapolation capabilities beyond this dimension might be highly 
limited. Overall, the potential is therefore tied to the available GPU resources, while the memory requirements of 
3D convolution are substantial. On the other hand, fully convolutional networks allow for arbitrary input dimen-
sions and we found that spateGANs architecture and depth are sufficient to achieve high performance within 
the super-resolution downscaling approach. While the model predictions are spatially and temporally consistent 
beyond the training sample dimensions it remains unclear if the performance could be further increased by lever-
aging longer time scales and a larger spatial extent during training.

Due to the nonlinear increase in computational complexity of 3D convolution with increasing input domain size, 
spateGAN is already in the upper range of feasible GPU memory requirements when considering the presented 
model input during inference. We assume that in the case of downscaling global climate data, an increase in 
the model's receptive field might be beneficial to realize the full potential of the method, but this would require 
a  more resource-efficient technical implementation, for example, using Adaptive Fourier Neural Operators 
(Guibas et  al.,  2022). However, applying the model to a serialization of global fields in the form of patches 
increases the computation time only linearly with the extended spatial or temporal dimension and the presented 
setup is thus applicable to arbitrary domain sizes.

4.4. Distribution of Downscaled Rainfall

A main objective of a spatio-temporal downscaling model is the ability to accurately reconstruct the distribution 
of rainfall at a higher spatial and temporal resolution, which is typically characterized by increased variability and 
extremes. Overall, there is no indication of an unusual decrease in model performance regarding different months 
and regions in Germany with a higher frequency of strong convective precipitation phenomena (e.g., summer 
months in the alpine region), but as expected, the FSS, CSI, and POD of all models decline toward heavier rain-
fall, which is harder to model due to its rare occurrence and higher spatio-temporal gradients.

Among the evaluated models, spateGAN stands out as the only model that successfully reconstructed rainfall 
intensities greater than 5 or 15 mm hr −1, when considering a certain spatial or temporal misplacement of the 
constructed rainfall events, while maintaining a low BIAS (< 3.6%). This overall smallest decline in performance 
is a crucial feature, indicating a high skill in reconstructing extreme weather events, that the comparison models 
do not have. Trilinear interpolation shows the lowest BIAS, however, it also has the lowest downscaling skill 
in terms of FSS and RAPSD. The high POD value for small amounts of precipitation does not consider the 
large amount of FN events within the blurry and spacious predictions and therefore also exceeds its CSI. The 
CNN predictions show high skill regarding location accuracy, distribution error, or downscaling skill for small 
and moderate rain rates. However, the model is not able to skilfully reconstruct strong precipitation intensities. 
Furthermore, the model fails to preserve the overall rain sum, maintained within the coarsened input data show-
ing a strong negative BIAS (−22.22%).

We therefore emphasize, as also described in Leinonen et al. (2021), that RMSE, MAE, and KS statistics should 
be interpreted with caution, as the results could be highly affected by the large amount of small values within the 
skewed rainfall distribution. They are therefore not suitable to account for the model's ability to recover the target 
rain distribution, regarding the total amount of rainfall and extreme values. Furthermore, CSI and POD can lead 
to poor metrics, even if models are able to generate rain cells with correct structure and intensity since these rain 
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cells might be slightly off-positioned within the underdetermined downscaling problem and the stochasticity of 
the solution.

Consequently, considering such pixel-wise accuracy metrics for selecting the best-performing model may not be 
optimal, and thus using a structural accuracy metric like RAPSD is favorable for our application. We observed 
that model training states with minimal MAE were correlated with those that had a negative BIAS, which would 
favor choosing an underestimating model. As a generalization of the MAE, the CRPS might also be affected by 
the correlation with negative BIAS depending on the ensemble quality of the model.

4.5. Unexpected Findings

Our analysis of long aggregations (several thousand time steps) of generated rain fields revealed the presence 
of local biases in the form of recurrent structures. With varying intensity and frequency, they could be observed 
within the predictions of all ANN models. It is known that GANs can produce artifacts (Karras et al., 2021, 2019). 
However, in our case, they were not detectable in single images, for example, by calculating the PSD. Preliminary 
results indicate that such model behavior is not unique to the models used in this study, as other prominent ANN 
downscaling models might also be affected by this behavior.

While the training images for our models are selected at random locations, reducing the influence of topogra-
phy, the generated structures are not completely random. Instead, they might follow a spatial or even geometric 
regularity which is contradictory to the physical principle of emerging rain fields. This does not imply that the 
downscaling performance of the models is reduced, but can be seen as a limitation and should be a known feature 
to be tested. In an effort to minimize the occurrence of these structures, we presented a model with a sophisticated 
architecture and interpolation technique. Furthermore, we also considered the appearance of these structures in 
the selection process of the final models (see Section 2.8). Despite this, we were unable to completely eliminate 
them. Our analysis revealed that a discriminator with many parameters (e.g., G: 2 million, D: 10 million) might 
lead to an earlier and more intense occurrence of these phenomena. Additionally, we assume that the kernel size 
and combination of up- and down-sampling layers also have an influence. In particular, interpolation artifacts, 
as visible in Figure 6b, might propagate through the models and subliminally manifest at certain coordinates. To 
fully understand the underlying mechanisms responsible for the predicted structures, a comprehensive investiga-
tion involving the comparison of various hyper-parameterizations and interpolation techniques, such as bicubic, 
would be required. Considering the computational cost of training one model, this investigation is beyond the 
scope of this study and will be left to future research. In the geosciences not only single instances but also the 
aggregation of many instances is of importance. Therefore, we emphasize that it is not sufficient to only analyze 
single predictions, but also the model's abilities to fulfill global properties like the climatology of the modeled 
target variable.

5. Conclusion
Downscaling the output of global climate models is a long-standing problem for providing high-resolution 
information which is needed to develop adaptation and mitigation strategies in a changing climate. We presented 
spateGAN, a deep generative model, for simultaneous spatio-temporal downscaling of low-resolution precip-
itation data. The model was trained using 10 years of high-resolution country-wide weather radar rainfall 
observations in Germany. Our results demonstrated that 3D convolution in combination with cGANs is an 
effective tool for leveraging spatio-temporal structures embedded in the low-resolution domain to generate 
temporally consistent high-resolution rainfall fields and reconstruct the scale-dependent extreme value distri-
bution with high skill. This confirms that super-resolution deep learning approaches can be extended to the 
time dimension to map, in addition to the spatial variability, also the temporal evolution of atmospheric 
variables.

While a visual inspection leads to the conclusion that generated rain cells look realistic, we found the power 
spectrum analysis and the FSS to be useful metrics for quantifying this property. Pixel accuracy metrics like 
the MAE were unable to distinguish between models with high or low skill in generating realistic rain fields. 
Especially our findings about recurrent structures in downscaled rainfall fields show that a structural analysis is 
very important in order to mitigate these issues. Overall, the chosen analysis was able to prove that models like 
spateGAN show great potential to complement and even outperform the capabilities of traditional downscaling 
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methods due to their high performance, computational efficiency, and the ability to process arbitrary spatial and 
temporal input dimensions.

One of the primary purposes of spateGAN is the application for downscaling global climate model outputs. We 
envision that the approach for this task will have to extend the presented video super-resolution approach since 
model outputs are biased with respect to the observed precipitation. Therefore, requirements for the downscaling 
model would include an additional bias correction step. The potential for bias correction and spatial downscaling 
of weather forecast data using generative networks has been demonstrated in L. Harris et al. (2022) and Price and 
Rasp (2022) and resulted in a performance reduction compared to downscaling coarsened observations. A similar 
result should be expected for spatio-temporal downscaling. However, we assume that with increased lead time 
a decoupling of model projections from real observations is the reason for the performance decline and not the 
insufficient potential of the deep learning approach. The ability of data-driven downscaling models to generalize 
beyond their training domain is a crucial aspect that warrants investigation to account for various climate condi-
tions and atmospheric phenomena, such as tropical cyclones, which are not addressed in this study. To compare 
different rainfall patterns these important transferability studies could utilize the presented normalized metrics 
and extend them to normalized power spectra analyses. Furthermore, studies will have to prove if the shown 
generated precipitation fields are suitable, for example, for simulating the characteristics of flood events under 
future climate conditions. This work should provide a solid basis for such future studies by not only presenting 
a high-performance downscaling model but also the analytical framework for a comprehensive analysis of the 
model performance.
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Appendix A: Supplementary Figures

Figure A1. Detailed case study as in Figure 3 for a third event, with a mixture of convective and stratiform rain.
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Data Availability Statement
The results and models can be reproduced by the publicly available RADKLIM-YW weather radar composite 
(Winterrath et al., 2018). The CNN and spateGANs were implemented and optimized in a Python framework 
using TensorFlow (version: 2.6) (TensorFlow Developers,  2022). The data and spateGAN models, available 
in https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7636929 (Glawion et  al.,  2023), provide further insight into the presented 
spatio-temporal downscaling approach.
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